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Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) is the common non-destructive testing method for in-situ evaluation of pavement condition. This study aims to develop finite element (FE) models that can simulate FWD loading on pavement system and capture the complexity in material properties, layer interface, and boundary conditions. Parametric analysis was conducted considering the effects of dynamic analysis, temperature gradient, bedrock depth, asphalt layer delamination, viscoelasticity, and unbound material nonlinearity on pavement surface deflections and critical strain responses. Although the parametric analysis findings vary depending on the specific pavement response, the study results illustrate the appropriate selection of analysis type, constitutive models of pavement material, and layer boundary conditions on the accuracy of FE modeling results. In particular, the analysis findings show that delamination in asphalt layers induces the greater strain responses; while neglecting bedrock effect overestimates surface deflections. The developed FE models can directly benefit the use of FWD testing for in-situ pavement condition evaluation, such as pavement performance prediction and/or backcalculation of layer moduli.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) is the common non-destructive testing method for in-situ evaluation of pavement condition. This study aims to develop finite element (FE) models that can simulate FWD loading on pavement system and capture the complexity in material properties, layer interface, and boundary conditions. Parametric analysis was conducted considering the effects of dynamic analysis, temperature gradient, bedrock depth, asphalt layer delamination, viscoelasticity, and unbound material nonlinearity on pavement surface deflections and critical strain responses. Although the parametric analysis findings vary depending on the specific pavement response, the study results illustrate the appropriate selection of analysis type, constitutive models of pavement material, and layer boundary conditions on the accuracy of FE modeling results. In particular, the analysis findings show that delamination in asphalt layers induces the greater strain responses; while neglecting bedrock effect overestimates surface deflections. The developed FE models can directly benefit the use of FWD testing for in-situ pavement condition evaluation, such as pavement performance prediction and/or backcalculation of layer moduli.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) is the common non-destructive testing method for in-situ evaluation of pavement condition. The surface deflections measured under FWD testing are used to assess structure capacity of pavement system and backcalculate the moduli of pavement layers. Therefore, accurate mechanistic models are needed to analyze FWD testing results, considering the interaction between loading, environmental, and pavement structure. Analytical and numerical models have been used for years to simulate FWD testing and predict pavement responses. In the early studies, multi-layer models with assumed linear elastic moduli for all layers were developed for analysis of pavement structural behavior and backcalculation of layer moduli through iterations. To overcome the limitations pertaining to simple modeling assumptions, finite element (FE) models were developed considering more realistic loading and materials assumptions in simulation of FWD testing.

Previous researches mainly focused on one or two factors among the interaction between environmental, material, and structural behavior under impulsive dynamic loading applied in FWD testing. The dynamic analysis approach was used with consideration of viscoelastic asphalt layer to simulate the impulsive FWD loading and wave propagation in the pavement structure (Al-Qadi et al. 2010; Xu and Prozzi 2013; Xu and Prozzi 2015). The simulation results showed better agreements in matching the field FWD measurements as compared to non-dynamic analysis or elastic layer assumption. The dynamic behavior of FWD can be magnified with the existence of bedrock as a rigid layer underlying the subgrade (Broutin 2010). Few researches have considered the effect of boundary condition due to bedrock and investigated the threshold depth after that there was no negative effect of bedrock on pavement surface deflections.

The correlation of asphalt concrete layer modulus to the temperature along the layer depth was investigated. The results indicated that the mid-depth temperature can be considered representing the in-depth temperature distribution for the prediction of elastic modulus (Salem et al. 2004). However, in consideration of viscoelastic property of asphalt layer, temperature profile in positive or negative distributions can cause different stress and strain distributions as compared to the constant temperature profile (Lu et al. 2009). The FWD testing results were also affected by the behavior of base layer and subgrade. It was reported that neglecting nonlinearity of unbound
material properties produced substantial errors in calculating the responses of flexible pavement (Schwartz 2002; Kim et al. 2009).

Another significant issue related to the existing pavement condition is the degradation of interlayer bonding between asphalt layers. An investigation on several newly constructed asphalt pavements was carried out to study the effect of interlayer debonding behavior on back-calculation of pavement layer moduli (Hakim et al. 2000). The effect of layer debonding could become more serious in the composite pavement. It was found that the broken bonds between asphalt overlay and existing concrete slabs could cause an oscillation of the deflection-time history due to the vibrating behavior experienced by the asphalt overlay (Shoukry et al. 1997). Therefore, to better understand pavement behavior under FWD loading, all the affecting factors in FWD testing need to be considered in the simulation models in order to enhance the accuracy modeling results.

1.2 Objective

The objectives of this study have two folds. The first objective is to develop finite element (FE) models that can simulate FWD loading on pavement system and capture the complexity in material properties, layer interfaces, and boundary conditions. The second objective is to analyze the important factors that should be considered in the FE analysis, including dynamic analysis, temperature gradient, depth to bedrock, asphalt layer delamination, viscoelasticity of asphalt layer, and nonlinearity of unbound material. The development of FE models can directly benefit the use of FWD testing for in-situ pavement condition evaluation, such as pavement performance prediction and backcalculation of layer moduli.
2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

2.1 Viscoelastic Modulus of Asphalt Layer
Constitutive models of each pavement layer are critical for mechanistic analysis of pavement responses. The time- or frequency- and temperature-dependent behavior of asphalt layer was considered with the viscoelastic model in this study. The relaxation modulus of asphalt mixture was modeled as a generalized Maxwell solid model in terms of Prony series, as shown in Eq. 1 and 2. The relaxation modulus can be obtained from laboratory-tested creep compliance or dynamic modulus by means of an inter-conversion relationship (Park and Kim 1999). The temperature dependency of AC modulus is characterized by time-temperature superposition principle. This behavior introduces the horizontal shifting of the material property to form a single characteristic master curve as a function of reduced time (or frequency) at a desired reference temperature. The relationship between the shift factor and the temperature can be approximated by the WLF (Williams-Landell-Ferry) function (ABAQUS 2010).

\[ G(t) = G_0[1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_i(1 - e^{-t/\tau_i})] \]

(1)

\[ K(t) = K_0[1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} K_i(1 - e^{-t/\tau_i})] \]

(2)

Where,
\( G \) is shear modulus;
\( K \) is bulk modulus;
\( t \) is relaxation time;
\( G_0 \) and \( K_0 \) are instantaneous shear and volumetric elastic moduli; and
\( G_i, K_i, \) and \( \tau_i \) are Prony series parameters.

The BELLS3 equation, which was validated with measurements from field sections in the Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) study, was used to predict temperatures within asphalt layer, as shown in Eq. 3 (FHWA 2000). Compared to other temperature prediction models developed by Huber (Huber 1994) and Park (Park et al. 2001), the BELLS3 equation predicted the distributed temperatures that were closest to the measured ones (Gedafa et al. 2013).

\[ T_d = 0.95 + 0.892IR + [\log(d) - 1.25][-0.448IR + 0.621(1 - \text{day}) + 1.83\sin(hr_{18} - 15.5)] + 0.042IR\sin(hr_{18} - 13.5) \]

(3)
Where,

- $T_d$ is pavement temperature at depth $d$, °C;
- $IR$ is pavement surface temperature, °C;
- $d$ is depth at which mat temperature is to be predicted, mm;
- 1-day is average air temperature the day before testing, °C;
- $\sin$ is sine function on an 18-hr clock system, with $2\pi$ radians equal to a 18-hr cycle; and
- $hr_{ta}$ is time of day, in a 24-hr clock system, but calculated using an 18-hr AC temperature rise-and-fall time cycle.

### 2.2 Nonlinear Modulus of Unbound Material

The unbound layers including aggregate base and subgrade were both modeled as the nonlinear materials. A generalized model was introduced to express the vertical modulus of unbound layer material, as shown in Eq. 4 (ARA 2004). Moreover, the horizontal and shear modulus ratios ($n$ and $m$) were introduced for the aggregate base layer for cross-anisotropic behavior. It was found that horizontal modulus ratio and shear modulus ratio have relatively small ranges of variation. Therefore, typical values of 0.15 and 0.34 for $n$ and $m$ in aggregate base layer were used in this study (Tutumluer and Thompson 1997).

$$M_r^v = k_1p_a\left(\frac{\theta}{p_a}\right)^{k_2}\left(\frac{\tau_{oct}}{p_a} + 1\right)^{k_3}$$

with $\theta = \sigma_1 + \sigma_2 + \sigma_3$ and $\tau_{oct} = \frac{1}{3}\sqrt{(\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)^2}$

Where,

- $M_r^v$ is vertical resilient modulus (kPa);
- $\theta$ is bulk stress (kPa);
- $\tau_{oct}$ is octahedral shear stress (kPa);
- $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, and $\sigma_3$ are maximum, middle, and minimum principal stresses;
- $k_1$, $k_2$, and $k_3$ are exponent parameters; and
- $p_a$ is atmospheric pressure (100kPa).

ABAQUS/Standard uses the iterative Newton-Raphson method to solve nonlinear equations. The applied load in this method is augmented incrementally, and at each increment the
A program solves a system of equations through iterations. The iterations continue on the basis of the previous solutions until it reaches a reasonable convergence (ABAQUS 2010). Because the modulus of the unbound material is a function of the total stress states, a modified Newton-Raphson approach with secant stiffness was used in this study and implemented in a user material subroutine (UMAT) (Wang and Al-Qadi 2013).

### 2.3 Dynamic Analysis

Static, quasi-static, and dynamic analysis have been employed in different studies for pavement analysis. Dynamic transient analysis allows for the inertia associated with the FWD loading and the dependency of viscoelastic material properties on loading frequency. For a nonlinear dynamic analysis problem, the direct integration method is commonly employed. Therefore, the implicit dynamic analysis was selected in this study because it provides better numerical stability than explicit analysis and is generally efficient for structural dynamic problems (Bathe 1982).

The equation of motion of a multi-degree of freedom system with damping is shown in Eq. 5. When using viscoelastic material behavior for an asphalt layer, it is not necessary to introduce additional structural or mass damping for that layer. A popular spectral damping scheme used in structure dynamic analysis is Rayleigh damping. For the dynamic loading on a pavement structure, the two frequencies in calculating the Raleigh coefficients may be taken as the lowest natural frequency of the structure and the highest loading frequency. The critical damping ratio of soil falls in the range of 2% to 5% depending on the confining pressure and shear strain level, which can be measured from the resonant column test or cyclic triaxial test (Zhong et al. 2002). Because the subgrade is considered as elastic material without any other energy dissipation sources (such as plastic), the maximum damping ratio, 5%, is used.

\[
[M]\{\ddot{U}\} + [C]\{\dot{U}\} + [K]\{U\} = \{P\}
\]  

(5)

where,

- \([M]\) is mass matrix;
- \([C]\) is damping matrix;
- \([K]\) is stiffness matrix;
- \(\dot{\{U\}}\) is acceleration vector;
- \(\{U\}\) is velocity vector;
\{U\} is displacement vector; and 
\{P\} is displacement vector.

2.4 Finite Element Model Development
The modeled pavement structure was constructed with three structure layers, as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a 150-mm asphalt pavement placed on a 300-mm aggregate base layer over subgrade. The master curve of dynamic modulus and temperature shift factors were obtained from the prediction model that was developed from the LTPP study using the asphalt binder type of PG 64-22 and 4% air void (Kim et al. 2011). The material parameters for base aggregate and soil subgrade were obtained from the laboratory-developed empirical equations that related the physical properties of unbound material to nonlinear modulus parameters (George 2004; Xiao and Tutumluer 2012; Xiao et al. 2011). Three groups of parameters were selected to represent the variations of nonlinear modulus. Pavement temperature profiles were characterized using the BELLS model and the climate data extracted from the LTPP database (FHWA 2016).

An axisymmetric 2-D FE model of the thin asphalt pavement was developed by applying the general-purpose software ABAQUS. The 2-D FE model is more appropriate for simulating the

![Diagram of pavement structure with material properties](image)
FWD testing in comparison to the 3-D FE model. It can better emulate a real circular load on the FWD-pavement interface, because the axisymmetric elements are capable of shaping an absolute circular load other than the elements in 3-D FE model. In this study, four-node bilinear axisymmetric solid elements were used in the finite domain; while axisymmetric infinite elements were applied to reduce a large number of far-field elements without significant loss of accuracy and then to build a “silent” boundary for the dynamic analysis.

Fig. 2 presents an axisymmetric 2-D FE model that discretizes the pavement structure. The FWD loading was represented by a circular impulse loading applied on the surface of asphalt layer. The FE mesh is refined around the circular loading area; instead a relatively coarse mesh is applied far away from the loading area. The length of elements within the loading area is selected at 12.7mm in the radial direction. The element thickness is selected to be 8.5mm for the asphalt layer. The selection for the element sizes is based on the mesh convergence analysis conducted in the early study (Wang and Al-Qadi 2011).

A sensitivity analysis was performed to define the infinite boundary in both radial and vertical directions, as shown in Fig. 3. After comparing the maximum central and edge deflections in the asphalt layer, the locations of the infinite boundary in the two directions from the loading center are needed to be greater than 2.2m and 7.5m in order to obtain a stable solution (less than 5% changes). The eventual selected domain size as an axisymmetric 2-D model (finite + infinite) has to be of 2.5×8m to achieve the balance between computation cost and accuracy.

Contact conditions at layer interfaces are important parameters that could significantly affect pavement responses under FWD loading. It is expected that the layers within the pavement structure remains in contact with no gap-opening since the contact area is very large and compressive loading due to gravity and traffic loading. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that both relative and absolute motions of contacting surfaces at layer interfaces are small. In this study, the Coulomb friction model was used with a friction coefficient of 1.0 for the HMA-base layer interface and 0.3 for the base-subgrade interface (Romanoschi and Metcalf 2001).
Fig. 2 FE model layout in axisymmetric 2-D domain

(a) Central Deflection (mm) vs. Radial Length of Finite Domain (mm)

(b) Edge Deflection (mm) vs. Radial Length of Finite Domain (mm)
Fig. 3 Sensitivity analysis for (a) central deflection vs. radial length of finite domain; (b) edge deflection vs. radial length of finite domain; (c) central deflection vs. depth of finite domain; and (d) edge deflection vs. depth of finite domain

2.5 Model Validation
A validation study for the developed FE model was conducted with field measurement results under FWD loading. A 127-mm asphalt pavement with a 300-mm aggregate base layer that was used in the field study was modeled to simulate the in-situ condition. The material properties were obtained from laboratory testing and pavement temperature profiles were recorded in the asphalt layer (Kwon 2007; Wang and Al-Qadi 2011). Fig. 4 compares the measured and predicted surface deflections under three different loading levels. The results show that with the FE model results have good agreements with the field measurements. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between the measured and predicted surface deflections was calculated and the results were smaller than 0.1 mm for all deflections at different sensors.
Fig. 4 Validation of FE model with measurement under FWD loading of (a) 53kN; (b) 40kN; and (c) 27kN
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The effects of primary factors on pavement responses under FWD loading were investigated using the developed FE model. Both the surface deflections and critical strains were considered in the analysis. Two specific deflection indicators D0 (deflection under central load) and D900 (deflection 900mm away from central load) were primarily used in the analysis. The two typical deflections can represent structure behavior of the entire pavement system and the subgrade, respectively (Huang 1993). The critical strains analyzed included tensile strains at the bottom of HMA layer, compressive strains on the top of subgrade. It has been widely accepted that critical tensile strains in HMA layer are related to bottom-up fatigue cracking distress and compressive strains in subgrade are attributed to rutting failure. In addition, the load-deflection curve was used to indicate the energy dissipation of pavement system in terms of the hysteresis loop. The hysteresis loop was represented using the FWD loading-deflection (vertical displacement) rather than stress-strain loop, because the deflection can better represent the integrity of the pavement system than the critical strains (Ghuzlan and Carpenter 2000).

3.1 Effect of Dynamic Analysis

Fig. 5 shows the comparisons between dynamic analysis and quasi-static analysis through the deflection-time and strain-time histories as well as the hysteresis loops of D0 and D900. The load-time history is plotted to indicate the time shift between the applied load and resulting responses. It is believed that the time lag here is due to the viscoelastic and damping behaviors as well as the stress wave propagation from loading center. As expected, all the response-time history curves in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) resemble the shape of the load-time history. It was found that the time lags to the load-time history were obvious in the D0- or D900-time histories under the dynamic analysis as compared to quasi-static analysis. Moreover, the magnitudes of D0 or D900 under dynamic analysis are larger than the ones under quasi-static analysis. It is worth mentioning that the D900 has a longer time lag than D0 in the displacement-time history. As mentioned before, the D0 represents the behavior of the entire pavement structure but D900 is uniquely attributed to the subgrade behavior. Therefore, the different time lags imply that the stress wave propagation plays a dominating role in addition to the viscoelastic behavior of asphalt layer and the damping effect of unbound layers.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5 (b), no time lags were observed for critical strains under both analysis approaches. However, the critical strains under dynamic analysis are slightly greater than the ones under quasi-static analysis. However, the discrepancies of strains under two analysis methods were not as significant as the deflections. This indicates that the difference of both analysis approaches casts more effect on the back-calculation of the layer moduli through FWD deflections rather than on the assessment of pavement performance through critical responses.

Fig. 5 (c) and (d) show the hysteresis loops in terms of D0 and D900 to indicate the energy dissipation resulted from the FWD loading. If the loading and unloading paths coincide, it means that all the strain energy caused by the load is recovered after unloading. If not, the area between the loading and unloading curves indicates the dissipated energy due to the viscoelasticity, damping, or material damage. Fig. 5 (c) shows that the dissipated energy in D0 using dynamic analysis is higher than the one using quasi-static analysis. It reveals that more energy is dissipated under the dynamic loading because of the damping behavior. The energy dissipation under quasi-static analysis can be attributed to the viscoelasticity of asphalt layer. In the case of Fig. 5 (d) shows that the discrepancy of energy dissipation using two analysis methods is more significant for D900. These findings emphasize that the influence of dynamic analysis cannot be ignored for FWD loading.
Fig. 5 Comparison of dynamic and quasi-static analysis through (a) deflection-time histories; (b) strain-time histories; (c) D0 hysteresis loops; and (d) D900 hysteresis loops

3.2 Effect of HMA Viscoelasticity

Fig. 6 shows the comparisons between the viscoelastic asphalt material and elastic asphalt material through the deflection- and strain-time histories as well as hysteresis loops of D0 and D900. The elastic modulus of asphalt layer was selected according to the dynamic modulus at the loading frequency of 30.3 Hz that is calculated from the pulse duration of FWD loading. In Fig. 6 (a), the longer time lag and greater magnitude of D0 were observed for viscoelastic material; while the time lag and magnitude of D900 were similar using both material models. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), no time lags were found for critical strains using both material models, although the magnitudes of critical strains in the elastic asphalt material are greater than the ones in the viscoelastic one. It is noted that the assumption of elastic asphalt layer may underestimate or overestimate pavement responses, depending on the selection of loading frequency; therefore, it cannot capture the frequency-dependent response of viscoelastic material.

Fig. 6 (c) and (d) show the hysteresis loops in terms of D0 and D900. It shows that the dissipated energy of D0 in the viscoelastic asphalt material is higher than the ones in the elastic asphalt material, while the discrepancy between the two material models in terms of D900 is negligible. This is reasonable since more energy is dissipated in the case of viscoelastic asphalt material due to the “dashpots” in the generalized Maxwell solid model (Eq. 1 and 2).
Fig. 6 Comparison of viscoelasticity and elasticity through (a) deflection-time histories; (b) strain-time histories; (c) D0 hysteresis loops; and (d) D900 hysteresis loops

3.3 Effect of Temperature Gradient
The assumption of temperature profiles in the asphalt layer can also affect viscoelastic modulus of asphalt layer and accordingly pavement responses. Two temperature conditions were considered to evaluate the effect of in-depth nonlinear temperature gradient on pavement deflections and critical strains as compared to the constant temperature gradient using average temperature. The pavement surface temperature and average air temperature in the BELLS2 model (Eq. 5) were selected as 23.5°C (74.3°F) and 14.2°C (57.6°F) for the intermediate temperature case, and 37.5°C (99.5°F) and 25.2°C (77.4°F) for the high temperature case, respectively.

Fig. 7 illustrates the comparisons of the deflection-time and strain-time histories using two different temperature gradients and the corresponding average constant temperatures. In Fig. 7 (a)
and 7 (c), the magnitudes of D0 or D900 under different temperature assumptions were found close to each other at both cases. Similarly, in Fig. 7 (b) and 7 (d), for the compressive strains on the top of subgrade, no significant discrepancies of the strain amplitudes were found with regard to the effect of temperature gradients. However, it was found that tensile strains at the bottom of asphalt layer under the constant average temperature gradient were slightly greater than the ones under the nonlinear temperature gradient. This is because the temperature at the bottom of asphalt layer is higher when the average temperature assumption is used. The effect of temperature gradient on tensile strains became more significant at the high temperature case. This indicates that the assumption of average constant temperature may be valid for calculating surface deflections but not for predicting bottom-up fatigue cracking potential of the relatively thin asphalt pavement.

**Fig. 7** Effect of temperature gradient on (a) deflection-time histories at the intermediate temperature; (b) strain-time histories at the intermediate temperature; and (c) deflection-time histories at the high temperature; and (d) strain-time histories at the high temperature
3.4 Effect of Asphalt Layer Delamination

Although the asphalt layer is designed to be full-bonded, layer delamination could happen in the field due to poor construction quality. Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of layer delamination within the asphalt layer on deflection- and strain-time histories as well as hysteresis loops. The debonded behavior was defined in the FE model by dividing the asphalt layer into two sub-layers (upper and lower) with frictional interaction at the mid-depth of 75 mm.

As expected, Fig. 8 (a) shows that deflection-time histories of D0 with fully-bonded asphalt layer are much smaller than the ones with debonded asphalt layer. However, Fig. 8 (b) indicates that no difference can be found in D900 between the two assumptions of bonding. It is reasonable because D0 represents the entire pavement behavior so that the layer debonding causes the larger magnitude of D0.

Fig. 8 (c) shows the tensile strain-time histories under two bonding assumptions of the asphalt layer. Four scenarios are focused on investigating the delamination effect in terms of HMA upper/lower bottoms along with debonded/fully bonded asphalt layers. The critical tensile strain at the bottom of upper layer with the deboned asphalt layer has the maximum magnitude among all scenarios. As expected, the strains at the bottom of upper layer with the fully-boned asphalt layer are around zero or have small compressions. This can be attributed to the reasons that the bottom of upper layer with the debonded asphalt layer bears the most flexural deformation; while the bottom of upper layer with the fully-bonded asphalt layer experiences approximately zero strain on the neutral axis of bending. The layer debonding also reduces the tensile strain at the bottom of lower layer as compared to the fully bonded case. Fig. 8 (d) presents that the compressive strains in the debonded case are much greater compared to the fully bonded case. Therefore, the delamination behavior can induce premature failure in fatigue cracking initiating at the bottom of asphalt upper layer or the permanent deformation in the subgrade. These observations signify that the asphalt layer bonding condition should be considered in FE modeling.

Figs. 8 (e) and (f) show the hysteresis loops in terms of D0 and D900 in consideration of the asphalt layer delamination. It shows that the energy dissipation of D0 in the full-bonded case is different from the one in the debonded case. However, the energy dissipation of D900 in both cases keeps approximately similar to each other. In general, the results indicate that the layer
debonding could be detected through both the magnitude and energy dissipation of D0 if in-situ testing data are available.

Fig. 8 Effects of layer delamination on (a) D0-time history; (b) D900-time history; (c) tensile strain-time history; (d) compressive strain-time history; (e) hysteresis loop of D0; and (f) hysteresis loop of D900
3.5 Effect of Unbound Material Nonlinearity

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the comparison of different unbound material models through the deflections and critical strains as well as hysteresis loops of D0 and D900. In the reference case, the linear elastic moduli for both base aggregate layer and subgrade were calculated as the average moduli from the modulus distribution throughout the base layer and subgrade, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), the linear and nonlinear isotropic models for base aggregate underestimated the deflections and critical strains in comparison to the nonlinear cross-anisotropic model. This trend is similar for the effect of nonlinear subgrade model, as shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b). Therefore, it is concluded that ignoring the nonlinearity of the unbound materials can lead to adverse effects on the modulus back-calculation and pavement performance assessment.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 (c) and (d) present the hysteresis loops using different unbound material models in terms of D0 and D900. The dissipated energy of D0 and D900 in the linear model is the lowest in general. It was found that the dissipated energy of D0 was mainly affected by the nonlinear model of aggregate base; while the dissipated energy of D900 was mainly affected by the nonlinear model of subgrade. Therefore, the linearity assumption for both unbound materials might result in obvious error if energy dissipation is used as an analysis indicator.
Fig. 9 Effect of nonlinear model of aggregate base on (a) D0 and D900; (b) critical strains; (c) hysteresis loop of D0; and (d) hysteresis loop of D900

Fig. 10 Effect of nonlinear model of subgrade on (a) D0 and D900; (b) critical strains; (c) hysteresis loop of D0; and (d) hysteresis loop of D900
In order to investigate the stress-dependent behavior of unbound material, multiple loading levels were considered in the FE analysis. The stiffness sensitivity analysis to the loading levels was conducted using the ratio of loading to deflection (D0 and D900), as shown in Fig. 11. This ratio would be equal to one if the linear material properties are used in the FE model. The positive slope indicates that the nonlinear stress hardening behavior is dominant, while the negative slope indicates that the stress softening behavior of subgrade is dominant. However, the negative slope explains the stress softening behavior in the subgrade. The results indicate that D0 is equally affected by the nonlinearity in base layer and subgrade. However, D900 is mainly governed by the nonlinearity in subgrade that shows significant stress-softening behavior.

![Graphs showing FWD deflection variations](image)

**Fig. 11** FWD deflection variations under multiple loadings considering nonlinear unbound material for (a) D0 and (b) D900

### 3.6 Effect of Bedrock Depth

Fig. 12 shows effect of stiff layer (bedrock) underlying subgrade on surface deflections through the deflection-time histories and the sensitivity of D0 and D900 to the depth to bedrock. The selected stiffness of bedrock is based on typical rock properties with an elastic modulus of 7000 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. As shown in Fig. 12 (a) and (b), deflection-time histories of D0 and D900 sharply decreased if the bedrock exists at the depth of 3000 mm from pavement surface. It is noted that the variations of strain-time histories for tensile and compressive strains are insignificant (difference smaller than 3%); therefore they were not plotted here due to the reason of brevity. It indicates that the existence of bedrock casts more effect on the back-calculation of layer moduli through FWD deflections than on the assessment of pavement performance through critical strains.
Fig. 12 (c) and (d) shows the sensitivity of D0 and D900 to the depth to bedrock. It shows that the D0 is increased gradually as the location bedrock becomes deeper; and the variation of the D0 becomes stable (variation smaller than 5%) as the depth goes beyond 8000 mm from pavement surface. However, the stability for the D900 variation was not obtained until the depth reached to 10000 mm. Given that the bedrock is closer to and then has more effect on the subgrade behavior, this helps explain that the D900 is more sensitive than the D0 to the change in the depth to bedrock. The threshold range of 8000 mm and 10000 mm obtained from the sensitivity analysis were consistent with previous findings using field measured deflections (Broutin 2010).

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, FE models were developed to simulate flexible pavement behavior under impulsive FWD loading. Parametric analysis was conducted to analyze the primary factors affecting model
results, including dynamic analysis, temperature gradient, bedrock depth, asphalt layer delamination, viscoelasticity of asphalt layer, and nonlinearity of unbound materials. Although the parametric analysis findings vary depending on the response of interest, the study results illustrate the appropriate selection of analysis type, constitutive models of pavement material, and layer boundary conditions on the accuracy of FE modeling. In particular, the analysis findings show the delamination in asphalt layer induces the greater strain responses; while neglecting bedrock effect overestimates surface deflections. These two factors were usually neglected in the previous analysis work.

The developed FE model successfully captures the distinctive constitutive model for each pavement layer and the interaction between different layers and boundary conditions. With the proper development of FE models, further research will be conducted for backcalculation of layer moduli using the combination of synthetic database from the forward FE analysis and artificial intelligence techniques.
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